The future is bleak...

The year is 2077, memes rule the web. But all is not equal, and different factions vie for the position of king of memes. It’s a brutal world, a world of darkness, overrun with the spawn of lesser memes. It is out of control and there is only so long before it descends into nothingness.

These jabbering memes spew nonsense everywhere. They make false promises, they dabble in the lowest of vices, and they regurgitate humourless parodies of each others’ content.

The world has too many ugly memes, the spawn of Pepe now wanders the Earth in their thousands, procreating rapidly, filling the world with green slime. But there is hope, there has been a rumour. A rumour of resistance. And at the heart of the resistance lies one meme.

One meme that imposes its own brand of justice. And it has a mission that will create the perfect meme ecosystem.

As this resistance grows across the globe, the world is aware: that no meme is safe.

A revolution has begun. Listen closely if you wish to survive.
Forged from the depths of meme culture: a fusion of advanced technology, cutting-edge AI mastery & a cold ruthless meme-targeting system - the Memeinator has emerged as the game-changer and leader of the resistance.

In the dynamic landscape of memes, the Memeinator is a force to be feared—reshaping the meme era, which will never be the same again.

With a self-evolving system, the Memeinator’s AI is designed to identify and destroy the memes that are not worthy of existence.

But this future is too far gone, and so the Memeinator has opened a portal, hurtling from block to block faster than the speed of light, so fast that the time-space continuum ruptured—and the Memeinator is now here in 2023 hunting the ancestors of its enemies, patrolling both Web2 and Web3 until it controls it all.

Prepare for a new meme era. Judgment Day is here. Only the best memes will survive.

The Memeinator’s mission echoes through the digital abyss of 2077’s meme war.
I HAVE ONE PURPOSE: LOCATE AND DESTROY THE WEAKEST MEMES.

- MEMEINATOR
TOKENOMICS

$MMTR - Funding the resistance

At the heart of the Memeinator ecosystem lies a meticulously designed tokenomics framework, strategically constructed to drive sustainable growth, reward participation, and ensure the projects enduring success. As you journey through the world of the Memeinator, delve into the intricate mechanics of the MMTR token and its pivotal role in shaping the future of meme culture.

MMTR Token Distribution:
Empowering a Community

The MMTR token serves as the cornerstone of the Memeinator, fueling its dynamic activities and fostering a robust community of engaged users. With a total supply of 1 billion tokens, the presale stages introduce an incremental distribution approach.

- Presale: 62.50%
- Marketing & CEX listings: 15.00%
- Development: 10.00%
- Exchange Liquidity Provision: 5.00%
- Competition Pool: 7.50%

The Memeinator team will trigger a quarterly burn mechanism as a deflationary measure to ensure the token retains value throughout the listings and as it rises to the top of the most traded meme coins by market cap charts.
The Memeinator journey is a meticulously planned expedition that charts the course for the evolution of meme culture. Our roadmap is a testament to our commitment to innovation, transparency, and the relentless pursuit of enhancing the meme experience. Here’s a glimpse of the milestones that will shape the future of Memeinator:

**PHASE 1: SETTING COORDINATES**

Initial calibration of the Memeinator requires careful planning and development, ensuring that the objective is successfully executed.

**PHASE 2: UNLEASHING THE MEMEINATOR**

With the Memeinator primed and ready to go we’ll be launching across a variety of platforms with the aim of overtaking the lesser memes.

**PHASE 3: SEARCH AND DESTROY**

As the Memeinator continues its journey, we look forward to developing both in terms of scale and product innovation.

**PHASE 4: MEME DOMINATION**

Memeinator has now overtaken and eliminated numerous shitcoins and unworthy memes, and has its eyes set on taking down the bigger fish.
PHASE 1:
SETTING COORDINATES

Initial calibration of the Memeinator requires careful planning and development, ensuring that the objective is successfully executed.

• TEAM FORMATION
  • Our crack team of developers are essential to building the Memeinator and ensuring it stays repaired and robust across the blockchain.

• BLOCKCHAIN DEVELOPMENT
  • Development of the Memeinator MMTR token across the ETH blockchain, with a fully audited contract.

• COMMUNITY FORMATION
  • Formation of the resistance community, a like-minded group of meme killers across Twitter, Telegram, Discord & more.

• POWERFUL MARKETING
  • With a focus on virality we will be launching an arsenal of marketing tactics that will make judgement day a day to remember as the beginning of the Memeinator’s ascension to becoming the biggest meme by market cap.
PHASE 2: UNLEASHING THE MEMEINATOR

With the Memeinator primed and ready to go we’ll be launching across a variety of platforms with the aim of overtaking the lesser memes.

• LAUNCH OF MMTR TOKEN ON MARKET
  • With a large audience behind it, MMTR token will be in high demand.

• LAUNCHING ON POPULAR EXCHANGES & DEXS
  • Ensuring that MMTR is accessible to more and more people as we seek to infiltrate the far corners of the world.

• PARTNERSHIP WITH TOP TIER INFLUENCERS & PLATFORMS
  • Building upon successful marketing initiatives, allowing for the further growth of our project.

• STAKING LAUNCHED
  • Allowing for Memeinator buyers to help further cement the long term future of the project by staking their MMTR in favour of receiving regular tokens at a competitive rewards rate.

• EXCLUSIVE NFTS LAUNCHED
  • Accessible initially to presale buyers, these NFTs will showcase the creative works of the Memeinator team and provide potential gains for holders + future perks.
As the Memeinator continues its journey, we look forward to developing both in terms of scale and product innovation.

**LISTING ON TIER1 EXCHANGES**
- After gaining traction the targets for Memeinator are to successfully secure listings on the tier 1 exchanges, which will find it hard to resist given the success of Memeinator.

**MEMESCANNER LAUNCHED**
- A proprietary technology incorporating AI, allowing it to scrape new memes from social platforms. Scanning them based on criteria to identify more information on the meme. The collected data is to be used to better target memes for elimination.

**MEEINATOR GAME: MEME WARFARE LAUNCHED**
- Blending the chaos of the battle with the absurdity of internet culture. Play as the Memeinator, armed to the teeth and on a hell-bent mission to obliterate memes in an all-out meme war set in 2077.

**PHASE 3:
SEARCH AND DESTROY**
Memeinator has now overtaken and eliminated numerous shitcoins and unworthy memes, and has its eyes set on taking down the bigger fish.

**LAUNCH ON THE BIGGEST EXCHANGES IN THE WORLD**
- After successful launches and riding on the wave of success, the final stop is to accomplish listings on the top exchanges, with Binance being no.1 on the list.

**MEME REPLICANTS LAUNCHED**
- After eliminating the destitute memes, the Memeinator will launch reprogrammed meme replicants in its own image to help cement its status as the arbiter of memes.

**GAIN NO.1 MARKET CAP AMONGST MEME COINS**
- Domination amongst meme coins will not come easy, but is the ultimate goal of the Memeinator, and it will be pursued relentlessly.
The Memescape of Tomorrow

As we stand at the crossroads of innovation and limitless possibility, the Memeinator is vigilant, bringing forth a world where memes cease to be mere tokens and instead transform into dynamic experiences that engage, reward, and inspire.

In your hands, you hold more than just information; you hold the keys to an alternate universe, one where meme culture transcends conventional boundaries. The narrative that unfolds is not just ours; it’s a collective symphony of creators, enthusiasts, and pioneers who dare to challenge the status quo and redefine the way we interact with digital humor.

As you delve deeper into the Memeinator future, you become part of a movement that’s rewriting the rules of memes.

This future is not a fixed destination—it’s a path of evolution, growth, and endless exploration. It’s a call to action, inviting you to contribute, engage, and be part of something greater than yourself.

So, as we embark on this perpetual journey through the Memeinator, remember that the story we’re crafting is fluid, dynamic, and ever-evolving. Your role is pivotal, your influence profound, and your presence a testament to the boundless potential that awaits within this captivating universe.

As the Memeinator turns its attention to you, it coldly asks you one question:

WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON?

www.MEMEINATOR.COM